Meet Bezlio
Your One Stop Shop For Mobile
Manufacturing Solutions.

Leaning Manufacturing Operations
With Mobile Solutions
The world is moving mobile but many
manufacturers have been left behind with
few solutions to address their business
needs with mobile technology… until now!

Data-driven
decision
making
is
revolutionizing
manufacturing
and
accurate, real-time data is essential to make
this transition.

Mobile technology offers the ease of use
and flexibility needed to improve shop floor
data collection and make critical decisions
about inventory ordering, job scheduling,
and achieving on-time delivery. Managing
enterprise data using paper-based systems
and spreadsheets slows down processes,
increases errors, and creates data that is
unreliable and out of date.

Bezlio is dedicated to providing mobile
solutions to existing mid-market Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) systems to improve
shop floor data capture and the decisions
supported by that data. Our intuitive mobile
interfaces enable users to step away from
kiosks and into the 21st century with mobile
technology.

In this ebook, we will discuss the value of adding mobile technology to your manufacturing
process and the value that brings to the whole enterprise.
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Modern Manufacturing Relies
On Modern Technology
Today’s market is very competitive and companies of all types are leveraging technology to give
them an edge. Take a look at any industry and you will see that the market leaders are the ones
that most effectively utilize the next generation of technology.
How many times have you been shocked to find out that Amazon knew a purchase you would
make before you did? By collecting and utilizing accurate data, they are able to achieve their
organizational goals. Technology is embedded in all facets of our modern life, here are a few
reasons why your company should invest in modern technology:
Today’s market is very competitive, and brands
constantly UP their game, so they aren’t left
behind. One key component that determines
if your brand stands out is technology.
Technology impacts all facets of life; below are
few reasons you need to implement modern
technology:

Faster transaction entry:
The saying time is money has a lot of truth
to it, and the less time used in entering data,
the more time that can be dedicated to more
productive activities. With mobile technology
you can do many things faster. You can capture
delivery data more quickly, record purchase
order receipts, and even track inventory quickly
and easily.
One example of this is in cycle counting. All companies want accurate inventory, but relying on
a paper based system for counting can be a long and tedious process and it provides ample
room for human error. With Bezlio’s mobile solutions you can streamline this process and easily
collect data in real-time and count more accurately. By reducing the time associated with cycle
counting, inventory can be more accurate leading to improved on-time shipments and reduced
waste.
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Modern Manufacturing Relies
On Modern Technology
More cost-effective, easier training:
For many companies, one of the reasons that they are hesitant to deploy new technology is
the concern around implementation and training. But many modern technology solutions can
actually simplify the process for employees. This is especially true when that technology is
something they are used to, like mobile technology. Mobile devices are cost-effective and more
familiar to users than scanners. This familiarity shortens training time, so you can get up and
running with your new technology more quickly.

Increased productivity and better employee engagement:
Spending a small amount of money to scale up a business has always been a smart decision
for any company. By optimizing the speed of data entry you can transform that time savings
into increased productivity. This investment in Bezlio makes life easier and quicker for your staff,
providing them with ample morale booster and positive energy.
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Mobile Solutions Offer Fast
Adoption And Ease Of Use
Mobile technology is becoming a popular choice for many manufacturing companies looking
to add technology to the arsenal of tools they use everyday. Choosing the right technology to
achieve your goals can be a confusing choice. Mobile technology is easy to use, delivers many
benefits, and can be accessed on mobile phones and tablets.
Here are a few of the benefits adding mobile technology can bring to your business:

1
Accurate data
Mobile technology reduces human error
during cycle counts and purchase order
receipts. Scanning barcodes with a mobile
device is quick and easy and it builds a realtime data set that can be used to prioritize
scheduling and automate reordering.

2
Strengthen customer relationships:
Supply Chains
Mobile technology allows sales teams to
access data to set more accurate timelines
for deliverables. This access to accurate
inventory data is vital to setting expectations
with your customers and building a reliable
brand that customers will choose to interact
with long-term.
Accessible ERP data allows manufacturing
leaders to see proper inventory levels and
make data-driven decisions based on
availability and real-time demand. This
data enables brands to accurately increase
or decrease production to meet their client’s
needs.
Bezlio is a mobile app that provides mobile
teams with custom screens and dashboards
that allows access to ERP data in realtime on any device, so all team members
can access the data they need when their
customers need it.
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Mobile Solutions Offer Fast
Adoption And Ease Of Use
3
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Lowering Operating Costs is the key to
streamlined processes

Forecasting with
precision saves time

Accessible real-time information is the
cornerstone of meeting goals. Information is
key, and it helps save time and money; that is
why you must be aware of the entire state of
your company.

Forecasting is essential in the growth of
every brand, and that is why you must have
accurate data to enable you to forecast
better.

Bezlio helps in creating next-generation
ERP management apps that offer inventory
management tools that can be accessed
anywhere.
The ease of use, combined with constant
accessibility, allows employees to plan
their deals, organize deliveries, and meet
customer demand instantly. This also
lowers operating costs as manufacturing is
optimized based on inventory and demand.
Also, simplifying the cycle count process
makes it easier for employees to find
inventory, record inventory transactions,
keep operating costs down and customer
satisfaction up.
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Forecasting with precision helps keep
operating costs down and builds a positive
customer experience as items are delivered
on time. Using accurate data for forecasting
is essential, and this data needs to keep
up in real-time so that when accessed, it is
accurate.
With remote work becoming a new reality,
accessing data outside the office is vital to
keeping forecasting estimates up to date.
More work is completed off-site than ever
before as more of the workforce has moved
to remote working locations. That is why
Bezlio creates a customized system to keep
up with data, enabling you to forecast with
precision.
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Mobile Solutions Offer Fast
Adoption And Ease Of Use
5
Prioritizing projects is the cornerstone
of optimized manufacturing
When you can visualize what needs to happen
next, you can plan effectively and meet your
goals based on accurate data. With accurate
data, companies can prepare for what is to
come and prioritize projects ensuring optimized
manufacturing.
Bezlio adds mobile capabilities to midsize
manufacturing companies and covers
warehouse management capabilities to
increase inventory accuracy. Simplifying cycle
counts results in more accurate forecasting,
better
inventory
planning,
and
cost
containment.
Additionally, Bezlio records transactions like material movements, material-to-work orders,
receiving purchase orders, and receiving finished goods into real-time inventory. Many
companies enter these transactions later, which means their inventory may be incorrect. Bezlio
uses barcodes to record these transactions, which speeds up the process and ensures better
accuracy by eliminating errors.
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Bezlio
Mobilize Your ERP
Bezlio is dedicated to increasing the efficiency of data collection to ensure companies can
optimize their operations and maximize profit. With over twenty years of experience working
with manufacturing companies, we understand the importance of optimizing data entry,
creating intuitive mobile designs, and increasing productivity.

Our solutions help overcome the following challenges:

Lack of data visibility:

Scheduling and Forecasting:

It is not a secret that mistakes on shop floors
generally result in money loss and frustration.
Without 24/7 access to real-time data, the
production team is stuck and wastes a lot
of precious time. With a Bezlio optimized
ERP system, everyone stays connected
to real-time data, making sure everyone
works efficiently with the data they need.

If a company works on inaccurate data,
it won’t create a proper schedule or
accurately forecast its business. With
Bezlio’s real-time transaction enablement,
you are sure of accurate data to schedule
confidently.

Incorrect Data:

Uncoordinated Inventory:

Humans are prone to errors no matter
how careful they are, and when there are
many people entering data, the possibility
of mistakes multiplies. Mistakes such as
selecting the wrong part or entering in the
wrong quantity can impact the rest of the
manufacturing schedule and cause major
delays. Mobile ERP solutions like Bezlio to
eliminate those errors.

Nothing can be as frustrating as knowing
what task you need to complete and not
having the materials to do them. If your
employees rely on a computer or kiosk to
find inventory, it is not easy to find all of the
material necessary to complete a job. Bezlio
allows you to efficiently find and use the
right materials on the go.

Inefficient Tracking:
Moving materials from point A to point B can be difficult, especially when you have to move
multiple items. This gets even more complicated when done manually, many issues could occur
during this process. The Bezlio system allows you to track inventory with speed, visibility, and
control effectively.
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Bezlio
Components and Features
All of our solutions feature easy to use searchable interfaces and are also optimized for barcode
entry. You can mix-and-match solutions to build the perfect mobile experience for your team.

Material Handling
Improving material handling begins at the Purchase
Order Receipt. Quickly receive and stock inventory
and use Location Transfer to keep inventory locations
accurate. This allows employees to quickly locate
the right parts and Issue Material to production.
Use the Finished Goods Receipt to record finished
goods inventory and Cycle Count to ensure inventory
accuracy.

Labor Tracking
Accurate tracking of employee labor is some of the
most important and costly shop floor data to collect.
Whether you use Time Clock or Time Card style labor
collection, we have a solution for you.

Access Anywhere
Inside your four walls or anywhere in the world, Bezlio can give your team access to key Customer
or Part information on any mobile device.
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How Bezlio Helps
Companies Like yours?
Improved data accuracy, less downtime, better quality control, and more precise inventory
tracking are only a few of the benefits mobile technology has brought to manufacturing.
When access to data is available to employees in remote locations, additional benefits include
easier pricing, improved delivery accuracy, and better forecasting.

Bezlio is a cloud-based mobile platform
that provides users with secure mobile
solutions built to extend the capabilities of
our customer’s ERP software. Our production
ready solutions are designed to support
these systems without additional integration
which means that implementation is quick
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and training is painless. Our unique mobile
solutions can also be tailored to your specific
needs and our team of experts can help you
design the perfect solution for your needs. In
just weeks, employees can become mobile
empowered and the company can begin to
benefit from the mobile revolution.
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How Bezlio Works
Bezlio enhances your existing ERP system with new native app functionality providing users
with easyto-use interfaces which improves accuracy and increases efficiency.
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Configure data
connections

Add
Solutions

Deploy Via
Bezlio App

ER

P

Bezlio connects to all of
your existing data systems,
whether on-premise or in
the cloud.

You can run our existing
solutions or have them
customized for exactly what
your users need.

Bezlio is Enterprise Ready
Bezlio uses a secure cloud communication platform to allow users to access ERP software on
mobile devices. The company controls exactly who can use each screen and the data each user
can access.
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Who needs Bezlio?
Improved data accuracy, less downtime, better quality control, and more precise inventory
tracking are only a few of the benefits mobile technology has brought to manufacturing.
When access to data is available to employees in remote locations, additional benefits include
easier pricing, improved delivery accuracy, and better forecasting.

Production shop floor workers
Bezlio keeps on-site workers efficient and workflows optimized by offering a
simple solution for accurate time and materials tracking, smart alerts for inventory
and priority, simple workflow customization, material usage, and much more.

Field service workers
Field service workers need to record their experiences, update inventories, view
and manage customer data, add notes, and track time and materials.

Field-based engineers
Engineers have to manage a lot of data, and these records must be carefully kept.
Bezlio’s read/write capability, time tracking, push notifications, and customizable
interface help to keep engineers at peak productivity.

Field installation
Because of the time your installers spend at customer facilities doing billable
work, it’s critical that their time is tracked and centrally located within your ERP.
Bezlio allows installers to efficiently manage time, materials, and expenses while
customizing workflow and receiving notifications.
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Who needs Bezlio?
Field maintenance techs
Because of the time your installers spend at customer facilities doing billable work,
it’s critical that their time is tracked and centrally located within your ERP. Bezlio
allows installers to efficiently manage time, materials, and expenses alongside
customizing workflow and receiving notifications.

Sales representatives
Bezlio helps remote and independent reps work off of ERP data-based task
lists, note customer interactions to prevent lost data, manage open quotes, view
historical data, use device haptics to call/email, and even manage unique sales
execution workflows.
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Why Bezlio?
So what makes Bezlio unique from other ERP system software providers?
Apart from our state of the art optimized ERP systems and over 20 years of research to ensure
perfection, We can:

Give internal and external stakeholders
access to the data they require, so they are
always in the know.

Facilitate quicker shop floor entry using
mobile devices.

Build real-time data that is accurate and
fuels transparency, ignites productivity,
and brings teams together–regardless of
their geographical location.

Bezlio is a secure, customizable, nextgeneration data solution.
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Ready to Begin Your
Transformation?
Interested in implementing a mobile development platform like Bezlio to
help better manage your inventory and transactions? Contact us today,
and we can begin customizing a mobile ERP solution to address your
business challenges, or see our website’s Resources tab for case studies
and blogs about our products and services.

BEZLIO

ABOUT BEZLIO
Bezlio is dedicated to providing mobile solutions to existing mid-market
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems to improve shop floor data
capture and the decisions supported by that data. Our intuitive mobile
interfaces enable users to step away from kiosks and into the 21st century
with mobile technology.

CONTACT US
VISIT BEZL.IO/DEMO
CALL 855-335-6442
EMAIL HELLO@BEZL.IO

526 S Main Street
Suite 805
Akron, OH 44311 USA
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